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(57) Abstract: An apparatus and method is described herein for providing speculation control instructions. An xAcquire and xRe
lease instruction are provided to define a critical section. In one embodiment, the xAcquire instruction includes a lock instruction
with an elision prefix and the xRelease instruction includes a lock release instruction with an elision prefix. As a result, a processor

o is able to elide locks and transactionally execute a critical section defined in software by xAcquire and xRelease. But by adding only
prefix hints, legacy processor are able to execute the same code by just ignoring the hints and executing the critical section tradition

o ally with locks to guarantee mutual exclusion. Moreover, xBegin and xEnd are similary provided for in an Instruction Set Architec -
hire (ISA) to define a transactional code region. In addition, other control speculation instructions, such as xAbort to enable explicit
abort of a critical or transactional code section and xTest to test a state of speculative execution is also provided in the ISA.



A METHOD, APPARATUS, AND SYSTEM FOR TRANSACTIONAL SPECULATION

CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS

FIELD

This disclosure pertains to the field of integrated circuits and, in particular, to address

translation in processors.

BACKGROUND

Advances in semi-conductor processing and logic design have permitted an increase in the

amount of logic that may be present on integrated circuit devices. As a result, computer system

configurations have evolved from a single or multiple integrated circuits in a system to multiple

cores and multiple logical processors present on individual integrated circuits. A processor or

integrated circuit typically comprises a single processor die, where the processor die may include

any number of cores or logical processors.

The ever increasing number of cores and logical processors on integrated circuits enables

more software threads to be concurrently executed. However, the increase in the number of

software threads that may be executed simultaneously have created problems with synchronizing

data shared among the software threads. One common solution to accessing shared data in

multiple core or multiple logical processor systems comprises the use of locks to guarantee

mutual exclusion across multiple accesses to shared data. However, the ever increasing ability to

execute multiple software threads potentially results in false contention and a serialization of

execution.

For example, consider a hash table holding shared data. With a lock system, a programmer

may lock the entire hash table, allowing one thread to access the entire hash table. However,

throughput and performance of other threads is potentially adversely affected, as they are unable

to access any entries in the hash table, until the lock is released. Alternatively, each entry in the

hash table may be locked. Either way, after extrapolating this simple example into a large

scalable program, it is apparent that the complexity of lock contention, serialization, fine-grain

synchronization, and deadlock avoidance become extremely cumbersome burdens for

programmers.

Another recent data synchronization technique includes the use of transactional memory

(TM). Often transactional execution includes executing a grouping of a plurality of micro-

operations, operations, or instructions atomically. In the example above, both threads execute

within the hash table, and their memory accesses are monitored/tracked. If both threads

access/alter the same entry, conflict resolution may be performed to ensure data validity. One

type of transactional execution includes Software Transactional Memory (STM), where tracking



of memory accesses, conflict resolution, abort tasks, and other transactional tasks are performed

in software, often without the support of hardware. Another type of transactional execution

includes a Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) System, where hardware is included to

support access tracking, conflict resolution, and other transactional tasks.

A technique similar to transactional memory includes hardware lock elision (HLE), where

a locked critical section is executed tentatively without the locks. And if the execution is

successful (i.e. no conflicts), then the result are made globally visible. In other words, the

critical section is executed like a transaction with the lock instructions from the critical section

being elided, instead of executing an atomically defined transaction. As a result, in the example

above, instead of replacing the hash table execution with a transaction, the critical section

defined by the lock instructions are executed tentatively. Multiple threads similarly execute

within the hash table, and their accesses are monitored/tracked. If both threads access/alter the

same entry, conflict resolution may be performed to ensure data validity. But if no conflicts are

detected, the updates to the hash table are atomically committed.

As can be seen, transactional execution and lock elision have the potential to provide better

performance among multiple threads. However, HLE and TM are relatively new fields of study

with regards to microprocessors. And as a result, HLE and TM implementations in processors

have not bee fully explored or detailed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is illustrated by way of example and not intended to be limited by

the figures of the accompanying drawings.

Figure 1 illustrates an embodiment of a logical representation of a system including

processor having multiple processing elements (2 cores and 4 thread slots).

Figure 2 illustrates an embodiment of a multiprocessor system.

Figure 3 illustrates another embodiment of a multiprocessor system.

Figure 4 illustrates another embodiment of a multiprocessor system.

Figure 5 illustrates an embodiment of a logical representation of modules for a processor to

support speculation control instructions.

Figure 6 illustrates an embodiment of an implementation of a xAcquire instruction.

Figure 7 illustrates an embodiment of an implementation of a xRelease instruction.

Figure 8 illustrates an embodiment of an implementation of HLE abort processing.

Figure 9 illustrates an embodiment of an implementation of a xBegin instruction.

Figure 10 illustrates an embodiment of an implementation of a xEnd instruction.

Figure 11 illustrates an embodiment of an implementation of a xAbort instruction and



abort processing.

Figure 12 illustrates an embodiment of an abort status information mechanism.

Figure 13 illustrates an embodiment of an implementation of a xTest instruction.

Figure 14 illustrates another embodiment of an implementation of a xAbort instruction and

abort processing.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth, such as examples of

specific types of specific processor configurations, specific hardware structures, specific

architectural and micro architectural details, specific register configurations, specific lock

instructions, specific types of hardware monitors/tracking, specific data buffering techniques,

specific critical section execution techniques, etc. in order to provide a thorough understanding

of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art that these specific

details need not be employed to practice the present invention. In other instances, well known

components or methods, such as specific and alternative processor architectures, specific logic

circuits/code for described algorithms, specific cache coherency details, specific lock instruction

and critical section identification techniques, specific compiler makeup and operation, specific

transactional memory structures, and other specific operational details of processors haven't

been described in detail in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present invention.

Although the following embodiments are described with reference to a processor, other

embodiments are applicable to other types of integrated circuits and logic devices. Similar

techniques and teachings of embodiments described herein may be applied to other types of

circuits or semiconductor devices that can benefit from higher throughput and performance. For

example, the disclosed embodiments are not limited to computer systems. And may be also used

in other devices, such as handheld devices, systems on a chip (SOC), and embedded

applications. Some examples of handheld devices include cellular phones, Internet protocol

devices, digital cameras, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and handheld PCs. Embedded

applications include a microcontroller, a digital signal processor (DSP), a system on a chip,

network computers (NetPC), set-top boxes, network hubs, wide area network (WAN) switches,

or any other system that can perform the functions and operations taught below.

The method and apparatus described herein are for supporting lock elision and

transactional memory. Specifically, lock elision (LE) and transactional memory (TM) are

discussed with regard to transactional execution with a microprocessor, such as processor 100.

Yet, the apparatus' and methods described herein are not so limited, as they may be implemented

in conjunction with alternative processor architectures, as well as any device including multiple

processing elements. For example, LE and/or RTM may be implemented in other types of



integrated circuits and logic devices. Or it may be utilized in small form-factor devices,

handheld devices, SOCs, or embedded applications, as discussed above.

Referring to Figure 1, an embodiment of a processor including multiple cores is

illustrated. Processor 100 includes any processor or processing device, such as a

microprocessor, an embedded processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), a network processor, a

handheld processor, an application processor, a co-pocessor, or other device to execute code.

Processor 100, in one embodiment, includes at least two cores—core 101 and 102, which may

include asymmetric cores or symmetric cores (the illustrated embodiment). However, processor

100 may include any number of processing elements that may be symmetric or asymmetric.

In one embodiment, a processing element refers to hardware or logic to support a software

thread. Examples of hardware processing elements include: a thread unit, a thread slot, a thread,

a process unit, a context, a context unit, a logical processor, a hardware thread, a core, and/or any

other element, which is capable of holding a state for a processor, such as an execution state or

architectural state. In other words, a processing element, in one embodiment, refers to any

hardware capable of being independently associated with code, such as a software thread,

operating system, application, or other code. A physical processor typically refers to an

integrated circuit, which potentially includes any number of other processing elements, such as

cores or hardware threads.

A core often refers to logic located on an integrated circuit capable of maintaining an

independent architectural state, wherein each independently maintained architectural state is

associated with at least some dedicated execution resources. In contrast to cores, a hardware

thread typically refers to any logic located on an integrated circuit capable of maintaining an

independent architectural state, wherein the independently maintained architectural states share

access to execution resources. As can be seen, when certain resources are shared and others are

dedicated to an architectural state, the line between the nomenclature of a hardware thread and

core overlaps. Yet often, a core and a hardware thread are viewed by an operating system as

individual logical processors, where the operating system is able to individually schedule

operations on each logical processor.

Physical processor 100, as illustrated in Figure 1, includes two cores, core 101 and 102.

Here, core 101 and 102 are considered symmetric cores, i.e. cores with the same configurations,

functional units, and/or logic. In another embodiment, core 101 includes an out-of-order

processor core, while core 102 includes an in-order processor core. However, cores 101 and 102

may be individually selected from any type of core, such as a native core, a software managed

core, a core adapted to execute a native Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), a core adapted to

execute a translated Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), a co-designed core, or other known core.



Yet to further the discussion, the functional units illustrated in core 101 are described in further

detail below, as the units in core 102 operate in a similar manner.

As depicted, core 101 includes two hardware threads 101a and 101b, which may also be

referred to as hardware thread slots 101a and 101b. Therefore, software entities, such as an

operating system, in one embodiment potentially view processor 100 as four separate processors,

i.e. four logical processors or processing elements capable of executing four software threads

concurrently. As eluded to above, a first thread is associated with architecture state registers

101a, a second thread is associated with architecture state registers 101b, a third thread may be

associated with architecture state registers 102a, and a fourth thread may be associated with

architecture state registers 102b. Here, each of the architecture state registers (101a, 101b, 102a,

and 102b) may be referred to as processing elements, thread slots, or thread units, as described

above. As illustrated, architecture state registers 101a are replicated in architecture state

registers 101b, so individual architecture states/contexts are capable of being stored for logical

processor 101a and logical processor 101b. In core 101, other smaller resources, such as

instruction pointers and renaming logic in rename allocater logic 130 may also be replicated for

threads 101a and 101b. Some resources, such as re-order buffers in reorder/retirement unit 135,

ILTB 120, load/store buffers, and queues may be shared through partitioning. Other resources,

such as general purpose internal registers, page-table base register(s), low-level data-cache and

data-TLB 115, execution unit(s) 140, and portions of out-of-order unit 135 are potentially fully

shared.

Processor 100 often includes other resources, which may be fully shared, shared through

partitioning, or dedicated by/to processing elements. In Figure 1, an embodiment of a purely

exemplary processor with illustrative logical units/resources of a processor is illustrated. Note

that a processor may include, or omit, any of these functional units, as well as include any other

known functional units, logic, or firmware not depicted. As illustrated, core 101 includes a

simplified, representative out-of-order (OOO) processor core. But an in-order processor may be

utilized in different embodiments. The OOO core includes a branch target buffer 120 to predict

branches to be executed/taken and an instruction-translation buffer (I-TLB) 120 to store address

translation entries for instructions.

Core 101 further includes decode module 125 coupled to fetch unit 120 to decode fetched

elements. Fetch logic, in one embodiment, includes individual sequencers associated with thread

slots 101a, 101b, respectively. Usually core 101 is associated with a first Instruction Set

Architecture (ISA), which defines/specifies instructions executable on processor 100. Often

machine code instructions that are part of the first ISA include a portion of the instruction

(referred to as an opcode), which references/specifies an instruction or operation to be



performed. Decode logic 125 includes circuitry that recognizes these instructions from their

opcodes and passes the decoded instructions on in the pipeline for processing as defined by the

first ISA. For example, as discussed in more detail below decoders 125, in one embodiment,

include logic designed or adapted to recognize specific instructions, such as transactional

instruction. As a result of the recognition by decoders 125, the architecture or core 101 takes

specific, predefined actions to perform tasks associated with the appropriate instruction. It is

important to note that any of the tasks, blocks, operations, and methods described herein may be

performed in response to a single or multiple instructions; some of which may be new or old

instructions.

In one example, allocator and renamer block 130 includes an allocator to reserve resources,

such as register files to store instruction processing results. However, threads 101a and 101b are

potentially capable of out-of-order execution, where allocator and renamer block 130 also

reserves other resources, such as reorder buffers to track instruction results. Unit 130 may also

include a register renamer to rename program/instruction reference registers to other registers

internal to processor 100. Reorder/retirement unit 135 includes components, such as the reorder

buffers mentioned above, load buffers, and store buffers, to support out-of-order execution and

later in-order retirement of instructions executed out-of-order.

Scheduler and execution unit(s) block 140, in one embodiment, includes a scheduler unit to

schedule instructions/operation on execution units. For example, a floating point instruction is

scheduled on a port of an execution unit that has an available floating point execution unit.

Register files associated with the execution units are also included to store information

instruction processing results. Exemplary execution units include a floating point execution unit,

an integer execution unit, a jump execution unit, a load execution unit, a store execution unit,

and other known execution units.

Lower level data cache and data translation buffer (D-TLB) 150 are coupled to execution

unit(s) 140. The data cache is to store recently used/operated on elements, such as data

operands, which are potentially held in memory coherency states. The D-TLB is to store recent

virtual/linear to physical address translations. As a specific example, a processor may include a

page table structure to break physical memory into a plurality of virtual pages.

Here, cores 101 and 102 share access to higher-level or further-out cache 110, which is to

cache recently fetched elements. Note that higher-level or further-out refers to cache levels

increasing or getting further way from the execution unit(s). In one embodiment, higher-level

cache 110 is a last-level data cache—last cache in the memory hierarchy on processor 100—such

as a second or third level data cache. However, higher level cache 110 is not so limited, as it

may be associated with or include an instruction cache. A trace cache—a type of instruction



cache—instead may be coupled after decoder 125 to store recently decoded instruction traces.

In the depicted configuration, processor 100 also includes bus interface module 105.

Historically, controller 170, which is described in more detail below, has been included in a

computing system external to processor 100. In this scenario, bus interface 105 is to

communicate with devices external to processor 100, such as system memory 175, a chipset

(often including a memory controller hub to connect to memory 175 and an I/O controller hub to

connect peripheral devices), a memory controller hub, a northbridge, or other integrated circuit.

And in this exemplary configuration, bus 105 may include any known interconnect, such as

multi-drop bus, a point-to-point interconnect, a serial interconnect, a parallel bus, a coherent (e.g.

cache coherent) bus, a layered protocol architecture, a differential bus, and a GTL bus.

Memory 175 may be dedicated to processor 100 or shared with other devices in a system.

Common examples of types of memory 175 include dynamic random access memory (DRAM),

static RAM (SRAM), non-volatile memory (NV memory), and other known storage devices.

Note that device 180 may include a graphic accelerator, processor or card coupled to a memory

controller hub, data storage coupled to an I/O controller hub, a wireless transceiver, a flash

device, an audio controller, a network controller, or other known device.

Note however, that in the depicted embodiment, the controller 170 is illustrated as part of

processor 100. Recently, as more logic and devices are being integrated on a single die, such as

System on a Chip (SOC), each of these devices may be incorporated on processor 100. For

example in one embodiment, memory controller hub 170 is on the same package and/or die with

processor 100. Here, a portion of the core (an on-core portion) includes one or more

controller(s) 170 for interfacing with other devices such as memory 175 or a graphics device

180. The configuration including an interconnect and/or controllers for interfacing with such

devices is often referred to as an on-core (or un-core configuration). As an example, bus

interface 105 includes a ring interconnect with a memory controller for interfacing with memory

175 and a graphics controller for interfacing with graphics processor 180. Yet, in the SOC

environment, even more devices, such as the network interface, co-processors, memory 175,

graphics processor 180, and any other known computer devices/interface may be integrated on a

single die or integrated circuit to provide small form factor with high functionality and low

power consumption.

In one embodiment, processor 100 is capable of hardware transactional execution, software

transactional execution, or a combination/hybrid thereof. A transaction, which may also be

referred to as execution of an atomic section/region of code, includes a grouping of instructions

or operations to be executed as an atomic group. For example, instructions or operations may be

used to explicitly or implicitly demarcate or delimit a transaction or a critical section. In one



embodiment, which is described in more detail below, these instructions are part of a set of

instructions, such as an Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), which are recognizable by hardware

of processor 100, such as decoder(s) 125 described above. Often, these instructions, once

compiled from a high-level language to hardware recognizable assembly language include

operation codes (opcodes), or other portions of the instructions, that decoder(s) 125 recognize

during a decode stage. Transactional execution may be referred to herein as explicit

(transactional memory via new instructions) or implicit (speculative lock elision via eliding of

lock instructions or portions thereof, which is potentially based on hint versions of lock

instructions).

Typically, during execution of a transaction, updates to memory are not made globally

visible until the transaction is committed. As an example, a transactional write to a location is

potentially visible to a local thread; yet, in response to a read from another thread the write data

is not forwarded until the transaction including the transactional write is committed. While the

transaction is still pending, data items/elements loaded from and written to within a memory are

tracked, as discussed in more detail below. Once the transaction reaches a commit point, if

conflicts have not been detected for the transaction, then the transaction is committed and

updates made during the transaction are made globally visible. However, if the transaction is

invalidated during its pendency, the transaction is aborted and potentially restarted without

making the updates globally visible. As a result, pendency of a transaction, as used herein, refers

to a transaction that has begun execution and has not been committed or aborted (i.e. pending).

A Software Transactional Memory (STM) system often refers to performing access

tracking, conflict resolution, or other transactional memory tasks within or at least primarily

through execution of software or code. In one embodiment, processor 100 is capable of

executing transactions utilizing hardware/logic, i.e. within a Hardware Transactional Memory

(HTM) system, which is also referred to as a Restricted Transactional Memory (RTM) since it is

restricted to the available hardware resources. Numerous specific implementation details exist

both from an architectural and microarchitectural perspective when implementing an HTM; most

of which are not discussed herein to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the discussion. However,

some structures, resources, and implementations are disclosed for illustrative purposes. Yet, it

should be noted that these structures and implementations are not required and may be

augmented and/or replaced with other structures having different implementation details.

Another execution technique closely related to transactional memory includes lock elision

{often referred to as speculative lock elision (SLE) or hardware lock elision (HLE)}. In this

scenario, lock instruction pairs (lock and lock release) are augmented/replaced (either by a user,

software, or hardware) to indicate atomic a start and an end of a critical section. And the critical



section is executed in a similar manner to a transaction (i.e. tentative results are not made

globally visible until the end of the critical section). Note that the discussion immediately below

returns generally to transactional memory; however, the description may similarly apply to SLE,

which is described in more detail later.

As a combination, processor 100 may be capable of executing transactions using a hybrid

approach (both hardware and software), such as within an unbounded transactional memory

(UTM) system, which attempts to take advantage of the benefits of both STM and HTM systems.

For example, an HTM is often fast and efficient for executing small transactions, because it does

not rely on software to perform all of the access tracking, conflict detection, validation, and

commit for transactions. However, HTMs are usually only able to handle smaller transactions,

while STMs are able to handle larger size transactions, which are often referred to as unbounded

sized transactions. Therefore, in one embodiment, a UTM system utilizes hardware to execute

smaller transactions and software to execute transactions that are too big for the hardware. As

can be seen from the discussion below, even when software is handling transactions, hardware

may be utilized to assist and accelerate the software; this hybrid approach is commonly referred

to as a hardware accelerated STM, since the primary transactional memory system

(bookkeeping, etc) resides in software but is accelerated using hardware hooks.

Returning the discussion to Figure 1, in one embodiment, processor 100 includes monitors

to detect or track accesses, and potential subsequent conflicts, associated with data items; these

may be utilized in hardware transactional execution, lock elision, acceleration of a software

transactional memory system, or a combination thereof. A data item, data object, or data

element, such as data item 201, may include data at any granularity level, as defined by

hardware, software or a combination thereof. A non-exhaustive list of examples of data, data

elements, data items, or references thereto, include a memory address, a data object, a class, a

field of a type of dynamic language code, a type of dynamic language code, a variable, an

operand, a data structure, and an indirect reference to a memory address. However, any known

grouping of data may be referred to as a data element or data item. A few of the examples

above, such as a field of a type of dynamic language code and a type of dynamic language code

refer to data structures of dynamic language code. To illustrate, dynamic language code, such as

Java™ from Sun Microsystems, Inc, is a strongly typed language. Each variable has a type that

is known at compile time. The types are divided in two categories - primitive types (boolean and

numeric, e.g., int, float) and reference types (classes, interfaces and arrays). The values of

reference types are references to objects. In Java™, an object, which consists of fields, may be a

class instance or an array. Given object a of class A it is customary to use the notation A::x to

refer to the field x of type A and a.x to the field x of object a of class A. For example, an



expression may be couched as a.x = a.y + a.z. Here, field y and field z are loaded to be added

and the result is to be written to field x.

Therefore, monitoring/buffering memory accesses to data items may be performed at any

of data level granularity. For example in one embodiment, memory accesses to data are

monitored at a type level. Here, a transactional write to a field A::x and a non-transactional load

of field A::y may be monitored as accesses to the same data item, i.e. type A. In another

embodiment, memory access monitoring/buffering is performed at a field level granularity.

Here, a transactional write to A::x and a non-transactional load of A::y are not monitored as

accesses to the same data item, as they are references to separate fields. Note, other data

structures or programming techniques may be taken into account in tracking memory accesses to

data items. As an example, assume that fields x and y of object of class A (i.e. A::x and A::y)

point to objects of class B, are initialized to newly allocated objects, and are never written to

after initialization. In one embodiment, a transactional write to a field B::z of an object pointed

to by A::x are not monitored as memory access to the same data item in regards to a non-

transactional load of field B ::z of an object pointed to by A ::y. Extrapolating from these

examples, it is possible to determine that monitors may perform monitoring/buffering at any data

granularity level.

Note these monitors, in one embodiment, are the same attributes (or included with) the

attributes described above. Monitors may be utilized purely for tracking and conflict detection

purposes. Or in another scenario, monitors double as hardware tracking and software

acceleration support. Hardware of processor 100, in one embodiment, includes read monitors

and write monitors to track loads and stores, which are determined to be monitored, accordingly

(i.e. track tentative accesses from a transaction region or critical section). Hardware read

monitors and write monitors may monitor data items at a granularity of the data items despite the

granularity of underlying storage structures. Or alternatively, they monitor at the storage

structure granularity. In one embodiment, a data item is bounded by tracking mechanisms

associated at the granularity of the storage structures to ensure the at least the entire data item is

monitored appropriately. As an illustrative example, if a data object spans 1.5 cache lines, the

monitors for each of the two cache lines are set to ensure that the entire data object is

appropriately tracked even though the second cache line is not full with tentative data.

In one embodiment, read and write monitors include attributes associated with cache

locations, such as locations within lower level data cache 150, to monitor loads from and stores

to addresses associated with those locations. Here, a read attribute for a cache location of data

cache 150 is set upon a read event to an address associated with the cache location to monitor for

potential conflicting writes to the same address. In this case, write attributes operate in a similar



manner for write events to monitor for potential conflicting reads and writes to the same address.

To further this example, hardware is capable of detecting conflicts based on snoops for reads and

writes to cache locations with read and/or write attributes set to indicate the cache locations are

monitored. Inversely, setting read and write monitors, or updating a cache location to a buffered

state, in one embodiment, results in snoops, such as read requests or read for ownership requests,

which allow for conflicts with addresses monitored in other caches to be detected.

Therefore, based on the design, different combinations of cache coherency requests and

monitored coherency states of cache lines result in potential conflicts, such as a cache line

holding a data item in a shared, read monitored state and an external snoop indicating a write

request to the data item. Inversely, a cache line holding a data item being in a buffered write

state and an external snoop indicating a read request to the data item may be considered

potentially conflicting. In one embodiment, to detect such combinations of access requests and

attribute states, snoop logic is coupled to conflict detection/reporting logic, such as monitors

and/or logic for conflict detection/reporting, as well as status registers to report the conflicts.

However, any combination of conditions and scenarios may be considered invalidating for

a transaction or critical section. Examples of factors, which may be considered for non-commit

of a transaction, includes detecting a conflict to a transactionally accessed memory location,

losing monitor information, losing buffered data, losing metadata associated with a

transactionally accessed data item, and detecting an other invalidating event, such as an interrupt,

ring transition, or an explicit user instruction.

In one embodiment, hardware of processor 100 is to hold transactional updates in a

buffered manner. As stated above, transactional writes are not made globally visible until

commit of a transaction. However, a local software thread associated with the transactional

writes is capable of accessing the transactional updates for subsequent transactional accesses. As

a first example, a separate buffer structure is provided in processor 100 to hold the buffered

updates, which is capable of providing the updates to the local thread and not to other external

threads.

In contrast, as another example, a cache memory (e.g. data cache 150) is utilized to buffer

the updates, while providing the same transactional or lock elision buffering functionality. Here,

cache 150 is capable of holding data items in a buffered coherency state, which may include a

full new coherency state or a typical coherency state with a write monitor set to indicate the

associated line holds tentative write information. In the first case, a new buffered coherency

state is added to a cache coherency protocol, such as a Modified Exclusive Shared Invalid

(MESI) protocol to form a MESIB protocol. In response to local requests for a buffered data

item - data item being held in a buffered coherency state, cache 150 provides the data item to the



local processing element to ensure internal transactional sequential ordering. However, in

response to external access requests, a miss response is provided to ensure the transactionally

updated data item is not made globally visible until commit. Furthermore, when a line of cache

150 is held in a buffered coherency state and selected for eviction, the buffered update is not

written back to higher level cache memories - the buffered update is not to be proliferated

through the memory system (i.e. not made globally visible, until after commit). Instead, the

transaction may abort or the evicted line may be stored in a speculative structure between the

data cache and the higher level cache memories, such as a victim cache. Upon commit, the

buffered lines are transitioned to a modified state to make the data item globally visible. Note

the same action/responses, in another embodiment, are taken when a normal MESI protocol is

utilized in conjunction with read/write monitors, instead of explicitly providing a new cache

coherency state in a cache state array; this is potentially useful when monitors/attributes are

included elsewhere (i.e. not implemented in cache 150 ' s state array). But the actions of control

logic in regards to local and global observability remain relatively the same.

Note that the terms internal and external are often relative to a perspective of a thread

associated with execution of a transaction/critical section or processing elements that share a

cache. For example, a first processing element for executing a software thread associated with

execution of a transaction or a critical section is referred to a local thread. Therefore, in the

discussion above, if a store to or load from an address previously written by the first thread,

which results in a cache line for the address being held in a buffered coherency state (or a

coherency state associated with a read or write monitor state), is received; then the buffered

version of the cache line is provided to the first thread since it is the local thread. In contrast, a

second thread may be executing on another processing element within the same processor, but is

not associated with execution of the transaction responsible for the cache line being held in the

buffered state - an external thread; therefore, a load or store from the second thread to the

address misses the buffered version of the cache line and normal cache replacement is utilized to

retrieve the unbuffered version of the cache line from higher level memory. In one scenario, this

eviction may result in an abort (or at least a conflict between threads that is to be resolved in

some fashion).

Although much of the discussion above has been focused on transactional execution,

hardware or speculative lock elision (HLE or SLE) may be similarly utilized. As mentioned

above, critical sections are demarcated or defined by a programmer's use of lock instructions and

subsequent lock release instructions. Or in another scenario, which is described in more detail

below, a user is capable of utilizing begin and end critical section instructions (e.g. lock and lock

release instructions with associated begin and end hints). In one embodiment, explicit lock or



lock release instructions are utilized. For example, in Intel®'s current IA-32 and Intel®® 64

instruction set an Assert Lock# Signal Prefix, which has opcode F0, may be pre-pended to some

instructions to ensure exclusive access of a processor to a shared memory. Here, a programmer,

compiler, optimizer, translator, firmware, hardware, or combination thereof utilizes one of the

explicit lock instructions in combination with a predefined prefix hint to indicate the lock

instruction is hinting a beginning of a critical section.

However, programmers may also utilize address locations as metadata or locks for

locations as a construct of software. For example, a programmer using a first address location as

a lock/meta-data for a first hash table sets the value at the first address location to a first logical

state, such as zero, to represent that the hash table may be accessed, i.e. unlocked. Upon a thread

of execution entering the hash table, the value at the first address location will be set to a second

logical value, such as a one, to represent that the first hash table is locked. Consequently, if

another thread wishes to access the hash table, it previously would wait until the lock is reset by

the first thread to zero. As a simplified illustrative example of an abstracted lock, a conditional

statement is used to allow access by a thread to a section of code or locations in memory, such as

if lock variable is the same as 0, then set the lock variable to 1 and access locations within the

hash table associated with the lock variable. Therefore, any instruction (or combination of

instructions) either explicit or implicit may be utilized in conjunction with a prefix or hint to start

a critical section for HLE.

A few examples of instructions that are not "explicit" lock instructions but may be used as

instructions to manipulate a software lock include, a compare and exchange instruction, a bit test

and set instruction, and an exchange and add instruction. In Intel® ' s IA-32 and IA-64

instruction set, the aforementioned instructions include CMPXCHG, BTS, and XADD, as

described in Intel®® 64 and IA-32 instruction set documents discussed above. Note that

previously decode logic 125 is configured to detect the instructions utilizing an opcode field or

other field of the instruction. As an example, CMPXCHG is associated with the following

opcodes: OF BO/r, REX + OF BO/r, and REX.W + OF Bl/r.

In another embodiment, operations associated with an instruction are utilized to detect a

lock instruction. For example, in x86 the following three memory micro-operations are used to

perform an atomic memory update of a memory location indicating a potential lock instruction:

(1) Load_Store_Intent (L_S_I) with opcode 0x63; (2) STA with opcode 0x76; and (3) STD with

opcode 0x7F. Here, L_S_I obtains the memory location in exclusive ownership state and does a

read of the memory location, while the STA and STD operations modify and write to the

memory location. In other words, the lock value at the memory location is read, modified, and

then a new modified value is written back to the location. Note that lock instructions may have



any number of other non-memory, as well as other memory, operations associated with the read,

write, modify memory operations. As can be seen from this discussion, use of the phrase

"eliding a lock instruction", "lock elision", or other reference to elision regarding a lock

instruction potentially refers to elision (omission) of a part of a lock instruction. In one

illustrative example, eliding a lock instruction refers to eliding the external store portion of the

lock instruction to update/modify the memory location utilized as a software lock.

In addition, in one embodiment, a lock release instruction is a predetermined instruction or

group of instructions/operations. However, just as lock instructions may read and modify a

memory location, a lock release instruction may only modify/write to a memory location. As a

consequence, in one embodiment, any store/write operation is potentially a lock-release

instruction. And similar to the begin critical section instruction, a hint (e.g. prefix) may be added

to a lock release instruction to indicate an end of a critical section. As stated above, instructions

and stores may be identified by opcode or any other known method of detecting

instructions/operations .

In some embodiments, detection of corresponding lock and lock release instructions that

define a critical section (CS) are performed in hardware. In combination with prediction,

hardware may also include prediction logic to predict critical sections based on empirical

execution history. For example, predication logic stores a prediction entry to represent whether a

lock instruction begins a critical section or not, i.e. is to be elided in the future, such as upon a

subsequent detection of the lock instruction. Such detection and prediction may include complex

logic to detect/predict instructions that manipulate a lock for a critical section; especially those

that are not explicit lock or lock release.

The techniques described above in reference to critical section detection and prediction

solely in hardware is often referred to as Hardware Lock Elision (HLE). However, in another

embodiment, such detection is performed in a software environment, such as with a compiler,

translator, optimizer, kernel, or even application code; this may be referred to herein as

(Speculative Lock Elision or Software Lock Elision (SLE)). Although it's common to refer to

SLE and HLE interchangeably in some circumstances, as hardware performs the actual lock

elision. Here, software determines critical sections (i.e. identifies lock and lock release pairs).

And hardware is configured to recognize software's hints/identification, such that the complexity

of hardware is reduced, while maintaining the same functionality.

As a first example, a programmer utilizes (or a compiler inserts) xAcquire and xRelease

instructions to define critical sections. Here, lock and lock release instructions are

augmented/modified/transformed (i.e. a programmer chooses to utilize xAcquire and xRelease or

a prefix to represent xAcquire and xRelease is added to bare lock and lock release instructions by



a compiler or translator) to hint at a start and end of a critical section (i.e. a hint that the lock and

lock release instructions are to be elided). Or as stated above, more specifically to elide the

external store portion of the lock instruction and potentially the store of the lock release to return

the lock value to an unlocked state. As a result, code utilizing xAcquire and xRelease, in one

embodiment are legacy compliant. Here, on a legacy processor that doesn't support SLE, the

prefix of xAcquire is simply ignored (i.e. there is no support to interpret the prefix because SLE

is not supported), so the normal lock, execute, and unlock execution process is performed. Yet,

when the same code is encountered on a SLE supported processor, then the prefix is interpreted

correctly and elision is performed to execute the critical section speculatively.

And since memory accesses after eliding the lock instruction are tentative (i.e. they may be

aborted and reset back to the saved register checkpoint state), the accesses are tracked/monitored

in a similar manner to monitoring hardware transactions, as described above. When tracking the

tentative memory accesses, if a data conflict does occur, then the current execution is potentially

aborted and rolled back to a register checkpoint. For example, assume two threads are executing

on processor 100. Thread 101A detects the lock instruction and is tracking accesses in lower

level data cache 110. A conflict, such as thread 102A writing to a location loaded from by

thread 101A, is detected. Here, either thread 101A or thread 102A is aborted, and the other is

potentially allowed to execute to completion. If thread 101A is aborted, then in one

embodiment, the register state is returned to the register checkpoint, the memory state is returned

to a previous memory state (i.e. buffered coherency states are invalidated or selected for eviction

upon new data requests) and the lock instruction, as well as the subsequently aborted

instructions, are re-executed without eliding the lock. Note that in other embodiments, thread

101a may attempt to perform a late lock acquire (i.e. acquire the initial lock on-the-fly within the

critical section as long as the current read and write set are valid) and complete without aborting.

Yet, assume tracking the tentative accesses does not detect a data conflict. When a

corresponding lock release instruction is found (e.g. a lock release instruction that was similarly

transformed into a lock release instruction with an end critical section hint), the tentative

memory accesses are atomically committed, i.e. made globally visible. In the above example,

the monitors/tracking bits are cleared back to their default state. Moreover, the store from the

lock release instruction to change the lock value back to an unlock value is elided, since the lock

was not acquired in the first place. Above, a store associated with the lock instruction to set the

lock was elided; therefore, the address location of the lock still represents an unlocked state.

Consequently, the store associated with the lock release instruction is also elided, since there is

potentially no need to re-write an unlock value to a location already storing an unlocked value.

In one embodiment, processor 100 is capable of executing a compiler, optimization, and/or



translator code 177 to compile application code 176 to support transactional execution, as well as

to potentially optimize application code 176, such as perform re-ordering. Here, the compiler

may insert operations, calls, functions, and other code to enable execution of transactions, as

well as detect and demarcate critical sections for HLE or transactional regions for RTM.

Compiler 177 often includes a program or set of programs to translate source text/code into

target text/code. Usually, compilation of program/application code 176 with compiler 177 is

done in multiple phases and passes to transform hi-level programming language code into low-

level machine or assembly language code. Yet, single pass compilers may still be utilized for

simple compilation. Compiler 177 may utilize any known compilation techniques and perform

any known compiler operations, such as lexical analysis, preprocessing, parsing, semantic

analysis, code generation, code transformation, and code optimization. The intersection of

transactional execution and dynamic code compilation potentially results in enabling more

aggressive optimization, while retaining necessary memory ordering safeguards.

Larger compilers often include multiple phases, but most often these phases are included

within two general phases: (1) a front-end, i.e. generally where syntactic processing, semantic

processing, and some transformation/optimization may take place, and (2) a back-end, i.e.

generally where analysis, transformations, optimizations, and code generation takes place. Some

compilers refer to a middle, which illustrates the blurring of delineation between a front-end and

back end of a compiler. As a result, reference to insertion, association, generation, or other

operation of a compiler may take place in any of the aforementioned phases or passes, as well as

any other known phases or passes of a compiler. As an illustrative example, a compiler 177

potentially inserts transactional operations, calls, functions, etc. in one or more phases of

compilation, such as insertion of calls/operations in a front-end phase of compilation and then

transformation of the calls/operations into lower-level code during a transactional memory

transformation phase. Note that during dynamic compilation, compiler code or dynamic

optimization code 177 may insert such operations/calls, as well as optimize the code 176 for

execution during runtime. As a specific illustrative example, binary code 176 (already compiled

code) may be dynamically optimized during runtime. Here, the program code 176 may include

the dynamic optimization code, the binary code, or a combination thereof.

Nevertheless, despite the execution environment and dynamic or static nature of a compiler

177; the compiler 177, in one embodiment, compiles program code to enable transactional

execution, HLE and/or optimize sections of program code. Similar to a compiler, a translator,

such as a binary translator, translates code either statically or dynamically to optimize and/or

translate code. Therefore, reference to execution of code, application code, program code, a

STM environment, or other software environment may refer to: (1) execution of a compiler



program(s), optimization code optimizer, or translator either dynamically or statically, to

compile program code, to maintain transactional structures, to perform other transaction related

operations, to optimize code, or to translate code; (2) execution of main program code including

transactional operations/calls, such as application code that has been optimized/compiled; (3)

execution of other program code, such as libraries, associated with the main program code to

maintain transactional structures, to perform other transaction related operations, or to optimize

code; or (4) a combination thereof.

Often within transactional memory environment, a compiler will be utilized to insert some

operations, calls, and other code in-line with application code to be compiled, while other

operations, calls, functions, and code are provided separately within libraries. This potentially

provides the ability of the software distributors to optimize and update the libraries without

having to recompile the application code. As a specific example, a call to a commit function

may be inserted inline within application code at a commit point of a transaction, while the

commit function is separately provided in an updateable STM library. And the commit function

includes an instruction or operation, when executed, to reset monitor/attribute bits, as described

herein. Additionally, the choice of where to place specific operations and calls potentially

affects the efficiency of application code. As another example, binary translation code is

provided in a firmware or microcode layer of a processing device. So, when binary code is

encountered, the binary translation code is executed to translate and potentially optimize the

code for execution on the processing device, such as replacing lock instruction and lock release

instruction pairs with xAcquire and xEnd instructions (discussed in more detail below).

In one embodiment any number of instructions (or different version of current instructions)

are provided to aid thread level speculation (i.e. transactional memory and/or speculative lock

elision). Here, decoders 125 are configured (i.e. hardware logic is coupled together in a specific

configuration) to recognize the defined instructions (and versions thereof) to cause other stages

of a processing element to perform specific operations based on the recognition by decoders 125.

An illustrative list of such instructions include: xAcquire (e.g. a lock instruction with a hint to

start lock elision on a specified memory address); xRelease (e.g. a lock release instruction to

indicate a release of a lock, which may be elided); SLE Abort (e.g. abort processing for an abort

condition encountered during SLE/HLE execution) xBegin (e.g. a start of a transaction); xEnd

(e.g. an end of a transaction); xAbort (e.g. abort processing for an abort condition during

execution of a transaction); test speculation status (e.g. testing status of HLE or TM execution);

and enable speculation (e.g. enable/disable HLE or TM execution).

Referring to Figures 2-4, embodiments of a computer system configurations adapted to

include processors that support speculation control instructions are illustrated. In reference to



Figure 2, an illustrative example of a two processor system 200 with an integrated memory

controller and Input/Output (I/O) controller in each processor 205, 210 is depicted. Although not

discussed in detail to avoid obscuring the discussion, platform 200 illustrates multiple

interconnects to transfer information between components. For example, point-to-point (P2P)

interconnect 215, in one embodiment, includes a serial P2P, bi-directional, cache-coherent bus

with a layered protocol architecture that enables high-speed data transfer. Moreover, a

commonly known interface (Peripheral Component Interconnect Express, PCIE) or variant

thereof is utilized for interface 240 between I/O devices 245, 250. However, any known

interconnect or interface may be utilized to communicate to or within domains of a computing

system.

Turning to Figure 3 a quad processor platform 300 is illustrated. As in Figure 2,

processors 301-304 are coupled to each other through a high-speed P2P interconnect 305. And

processors 301-304 include integrated controllers 301c-304c. Figure 4 depicts another quad core

processor platform 400 with a different configuration. Here, instead of utilizing an on-processor

I/O controller to communicate with I/O devices over an I/O interface, such as a PCI-E interface,

the P2P interconnect is utilized to couple the processors and I/O controller hubs 420. Hubs 420

then in turn communicate with I/O devices over a PCIE-like interface.

Referring next to Figure 5, an embodiment of logic to support thread level speculation

control instructions is illustrated. As an example, single instruction 501 is illustrated; however,

numeral 501 will be discussed in reference to a number of instructions that may be supported by

processor 500 for thread level speculation (e.g. exemplary instruction implementations are

demonstrated through pseudo code in Figures 6-11, 12). Specifically, a single instruction

(instruction 501) is shown for simplicity. However, as each example and figure is discussed,

different instructions are presented in reference to instruction 501. In one scenario, instruction

501 is an instruction that is part of code, such as application code, user-code, a runtime library, a

software environment, etc. And instruction 501 is recognizable by decode logic 515. In other

words, an Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) is defined for processor 500 including instruction

501, which is recognizable by operation code (op code) 501o. So, when decode logic 515

receives an instruction and detects op code 501o, it causes other pipeline stages 520 and

execution logic 530 to perform predefined operations to accomplish an implementation or

function that is defined in the ISA for specific instruction 501.

As discussed above, two types of thread level speculation techniques are primarily

discussed herein—transactional memory (TM) and speculative lock elision (SLE). Transactional

memory, as described herein, includes the demarcation of a transaction (e.g. with new begin and

end transactional instructions) utilizing some form of code or firmware, such that a processor



that supports transactional execution, such as processor 500, executes the transaction tentatively

in response to detecting the demarcated transaction, as described above. Note that a processor,

which is not transactional memory compliant (i.e. doesn't recognize transactional instructions,

which are also viewed as legacy processors from the perspective of new transactional code), are

not able to execute the transaction, since it doesn't recognize a new opcode 501o for

transactional instructions.

In contrast, SLE (in some embodiments) is made legacy compliant. Here, a critical section

is defined by a lock and lock release instruction. And either originally (by the programmer) or

subsequently (by a compiler or translator) the lock instruction is augmented with a hint to

indicate locks for the critical section may be elided, and the critical section may be executed

tentatively like a transaction. As a result, on an SLE compliant processor, such as processor 500,

when the augmented lock instructions are detected, hardware is able to optionally elide locks

based on the hint. And on a legacy processor, the augmented portions of the lock instructions are

ignored, since the legacy decoders aren't designed or configured to recognize the augmented

portions of the instruction. Consequently, the critical section is executed normally with locks.

As a result, embodiments of implementations of thread level speculation instructions are

discussed below in reference to Figures 6-13. To provide an illustrative operating environment

for a better understanding, these exemplary implementations are discussed in reference to

processor 500 and to two oversimplified execution examples—execution of a critical section

utilizing SLE and execution of a transaction utilizing TM.

Starting with the first example, assume program code includes a critical section. The start

of the critical section, in this example, is defined by a lock acquire instruction 501; whether

utilized by the programmer or inserted by compiler/translator/optimizer code. As discussed

above, a lock acquire instruction includes a previous lock instruction (e.g. identified by opcode

501o) augmented with a hint (e.g. prefix 501p). In one embodiment, a lock acquire instruction

501 includes an xAcquire instruction with a SLE hint prefix 501p added to a previous lock

instruction. Here, the SLE hint prefix 501p includes a specific prefix value that indicates to

decode logic 515 that the lock instruction referenced by opcode 501o is to start a critical section.

As stated above, a previous lock instruction may include an explicit lock instruction. For

example, in Intel®'s current IA-32 and Intel®® 64 instruction set an Assert Lock# Signal Prefix,

which has opcode F0, may be pre-pended to some instructions to ensure exclusive access of a

processor to a shared memory. Or the previous lock acquire instruction includes instructions that

are not "explicit," such as a compare and exchange instruction, a bit test and set instruction, and

an exchange and add instruction. In Intel®'s IA-32 and IA-64 instruction set, the

aforementioned instructions include CMPXCHG, BTS, and XADD, as described in Intel®® 64



and IA-32 instruction set documents. In these documents CMPXCHG is associated with the

following opcodes: OF BO/r, REX + OF BO/r, and REX.W + OF Bl/r. Yet, a lock acquire

instruction (in some embodiments) is not limited to a specific instruction, but rather the

operations thereof. For example, in x86 the following three memory micro-operations are used

to perform an atomic memory update of a memory location indicating a potential lock

instruction: (1) Load_Store_Intent (L_S_I) with opcode 0x63; (2) STA with opcode 0x76; and

(3) STD with opcode 0x7F. Here, L_S_I obtains the memory location in exclusive ownership

state and does a read of the memory location, while the STA and STD operations modify and

write to the memory location. In other words, the lock value at the memory location is read,

modified, and then a new modified (locked) value is written back to the location. Note that lock

instructions may have any number of other non-memory, as well as other memory, operations

associated with the read, write, modify memory operations.

In a first usage of xAcquire 501, a programmer creating application or program code

utilizes xAcquire to demarcate a beginning of a critical section that may be executed using SLE

(i.e. either through a higher-level language or other identification of a lock instruction that is

translated into SLE hint prefix 501p associated with opcode). Essentially, a programmer is able

to create a versatile program that is able to run on legacy processors with traditional locks or on

new processors utilizing HLE. In another usage, either as part of legacy code or by the choice

(or lack of knowledge of newer programming techniques) of the programmer, a traditional lock

instruction (examples of which are discussed immediately above) is utilized. And code (e.g. a

static compiler, a dynamic compiler, a translator, an optimizer, or other code) detects critical

sections within the program code. The detection is not discussed in detail; however, a few

examples are given. First, any of the instructions or operations above are identified by the code

and replaced or modified with xAcquire instruction 501. Here, prefix 501p is appended to

previous instruction 501 (i.e. opcode 501o with any other instruction and addressing information,

such as memory address 501ma). As another example, the code tracks stores/loads of

application code and determines lock and lock release pairs that define a potential critical

section. And as above, the code inserts xAcquire instruction 501 at the beginning of the critical

section.

In a very similar manner, xRelease is utilized at the end of a critical section. Therefore,

whether the end of a critical section (e.g. a lock release) is identified by the programmer or by

subsequent code, xRelease is inserted at the end of the critical section. Here, xRelease

instruction 501 has an opcode that identifies an operation, such as a store operation to release a

lock (or a no-operation in an alternative embodiment), and a xRelease prefix 501p to be

recognized by SLE configured decoders.



Before discussion of embodiments for implementations of some abort control mechanisms,

it's also important to note that such implementations are depicted in the format of flow diagrams.

These flows may be performed by hardware, firmware, microcode, privileged code, hypervisor

code, program code, user-level code, or other code associated with a processor. Additionally, the

actual performance of the flows may be viewed as a method of performing, executing, enabling

or otherwise carrying out such abort control mechanism. Here, code may be specifically

designed, written, and/or compiled to perform one or more of the flows when execution by a

processing element. However, each of the illustrated flows are not required to be performed

during execution. Furthermore, other flows that are not depicted may also be performed.

Moreover, the order of operations in each implementation is purely illustrative and may be

altered.

Before discussion of embodiments for implementations of some speculative thread control

instructions, it's also important to note that such implementations are depicted in the format of

flow diagrams. These flows may be performed by hardware, firmware, microcode, privileged

code, hypervisor code, program code, user-level code, or other code associated with a processor.

For example, in one embodiment, hardware is specifically configured or adapted to perform the

flows in response to decode logic decoding one of the instructions. Note that having hardware or

logic configured and/or specifically designed to perform one or more flows is different from

general logic that is just operable to perform such a flow by execution of code. Therefore, logic

configured to perform a flow includes hardware logic designed to perform the flow.

Additionally, the actual performance of the flows may be viewed as a method of performing,

executing, enabling or otherwise carrying out such speculative control instructions. Here, code

may be specifically designed, written, and/or compiled to perform one or more of the flows when

execution by a processing element. However, each of the illustrated flows are not required to be

performed during execution. Furthermore, other flows that are not depicted may also be

performed. Moreover, the order of operations in each implementation is purely illustrative and

may be altered.

Turning to Figure 6, an embodiment of a flow diagram for an implementation of xAcquire

instruction 501 is depicted. Assume processor 500 is executing application code including a

critical section that is defined by xAcquire and xRelease, as described above. xAcquire

instruction 501 is fetched by fetch logic 510 and decoded by decode logic 515. Decoders 515

recognize opcode 501o that indicates a specific instruction, such as a lock instruction, as well as

prefix 501p to indicate the lock instruction store is to be elided. In other words, the xAcquire

prefix 501p includes a hint to start lock elision on the memory address 501ma specified by

instruction 501.



In response to decoding xAcquire 501, it's determined if xAcquire (i.e. SLE) is enabled in

flow 600 (see the discussion below in reference to enabling and disabling SLE). If it's not

enabled then prefix 501p is ignored and instruction 501 is treated as a non-acquire prefixed

legacy instruction in flow 640. However, as long as SLE is supported and enabled, then it's

determined if a critical section nesting depth maximum has been encountered in flow 605. In

other words, in the depicted embodiment, nested critical sections (i.e. two or more xAcquire

instructions are encountered before any xRelease instructions) are supported. And there may be

a maximum nesting depth based on hardware capabilities or designer choice (e.g. a positive

integer of nesting levels enabled, such as 2, 3, 4, etc.). Furthermore, in one embodiment, HLE

sections are allowed to be executed with a transaction code section (and vice versa). Yet,

support for nested critical sections is not required, which would result in an abort 610. Or if the

nested count is at the maximum, the region may also abort 610. Additionally, if it's the first

level of HLE execution (i.e. xAcquire 501 does not start a nested critical section as decided in

flow 620), then processor 500 enters HLE mode in flow 625 (see mode and status information

below). In other words, for a nested critical section, the thread of processor 500 is already in

HLE/SLE mode for the outer level critical section, so the processor doesn't have to 're-enter' the

mode of execution. Also in one embodiment, an addressing mode (e.g. 32-bit or 64 bit) is

further determined.

HLE execution is then started in flow 625-645 in response to xAcquire 501. In one

embodiment, the current register state is checkpointed (stored) in checkpoint logic 545 in case of

an abort. And memory sate tracking is started (i.e. the hardware monitors described above begin

to track memory accesses from the critical section). For example, accesses to a cache are

monitored to ensure the ability to roll-back (or discard updates to) the memory state in case of an

abort. If the lock elision buffer 535 is available in flow 630, then it's allocated in flow 635,

address and data information is recorded for forwarding and commit checking in 635, and elision

is performed in 635 (i.e. the store to update a lock at the memory address 501ma is not

performed). In other words, processor 500 does not add the address of the lock to the

transactional region's write-set nor does it issue any write requests to the lock. Instead, the

address of the lock is added to the read set, in one example. And the lock elision buffer 535, in

one scenario, includes the memory address 501ma and the lock value to be stored thereto. As a

result, a late lock acquire or subsequent execution may be performed utilizing that information.

However, since the store to the lock is not performed, then the lock globally appears to be free,

which allows other threads to execute concurrently with the tracking mechanisms acting as

safeguards to data contention. Yet, from a local perspective, the lock appears to be obtained,

such that the critical section is able to execute freely. Note that if lock elision buffer 535 is not



available, then in response the lock operation is executed atomically without elision.

Even though a thread of processor 500 did not perform any external write operations to the

lock, in one embodiment, the hardware ensures program order of operations on the lock. If the

eliding processing element (e.g. thread of processor 500) itself reads the value of the lock in the

critical section, it will appear as if the processor had acquired the lock, i.e. the read will return

the non-elided value. This behavior makes an HLE execution functionally equivalent to an

execution without the HLE prefixes.

As can be seen, within the critical section, execution behaves like a transaction (free,

concurrent execution with monitors and contention protocols to detect conflicts, such that

multiple threads are not serialized unless an actual conflict is detected). Note that SLE/HLE

enabled software is provided the same forward progress guarantees by processor 500 as the

underlying non-HLE lock-based execution. In other words, if tentative or speculative execution

of a critical section with HLE fails, then the critical section may be re-executed with a legacy

locking system. Also, in some embodiment, processor 500 is able transition to non-transactional

execution without performing a transactional abort.

Once the end of the critical section is reached, then the xRelease instruction 501 is

fetched by the front-end logic 510 and decoded by decode logic 515. As stated above, xRelease

instruction 501, in one embodiment, includes a store to return the lock at memory address 501ma

back to an unlocked value. However, if the original store from the xAcquire instruction was

elided, then the lock at memory address 501ma is still unlocked (as long as not other thread has

obtained the lock). Therefore, the store to return the lock in xRelease is unnecessary.

Consequently, decoders 515 are configured to recognize the store instruction from opcode

501o and the prefix 501p to hint that lock elision on the memory address 501ma specified by

xAcquire and/or xRelease is to be ended. Note that the store or write to lock 501ma is elided

when xRelease is to restore the value of the lock to the value it had prior to the XACQUIRE

prefixed lock acquire operation on the same lock. However, in a versioning system (i.e.

incrementing metadata values in locks to determine a most recent transaction/critical section to

commit) the lock value may be incremented. Here, xRelease is to hint at an end to elision, but

the store to memory address 501ma is performed.

One embodiment of a flow diagram of an implementation of a xRelease instruction is

depicted in Figure 7. Again like xAcquire, it's determined if xRelease is an enabled instruction

in flow 700. If not, the instruction is treated as an F3H prefixed legacy instruction (a previous

lock release instruction) in flow 710. Then, execution continues in flow 755. However, if

XRELEASE being enabled, then it's determined if the section is nested in flow 705. And in

response to the critical section being a nested critical section; the nested count is decremented in



flow 715 (ending a critical section and moving up to the next outer level) and the elision buffer

535 is deallocated in flow 700 in response to the xRelease value and address information

matching up with the elision buffer according to the design (i.e. lock address overlap in elision

buffer 720). Otherwise, if the lock address and/or lock value don't match, then abort processing

in flow 745 (see xAbort and Abort discussion below) is performed. In contrast, if this is not a

nested critical section (i.e. HLE_NEST_Count = 0), then perform the commit and exit HLE

mode in response to elision buffer 535 being allocated with continuing execution in flow 755.

As mentioned above, in some legacy hardware implementations that do not include HLE

support, the XACQUIRE and XRELEASE prefix hints are ignored. And as a result, elision will

not be performed, since these prefixes, in one embodiment, correspond to the REPNE/REPE IA-

32 prefixes that are ignored on the instructions where XACQUIRE and XRELEASE are valid.

Moreover, improper use of hints by a programmer will not cause functional bugs, as elision

execution will continue correct, forward progress. Although a versioning system with different

lock values before and after a critical section is discussed as an option, in one embodiment, to

provide complete transparency and backward compatibility, the lock variable has the same value

prior to the XACQUIRE instruction and following the XRELEASE instruction. But as stated,

this is not a requirement, and a designer may select a relaxed form of compatibility to provide

other benefits.

If an encoded byte sequence that meets XACQUIRE/XRELEASE requirements includes

both prefixes, then in one embodiment, the HLE semantic is determined by the prefix byte that is

placed closest to the instruction opcode (although in other embodiments it may be any specific

position). For example, an F3F2C6 will not be treated as a XRELEASE-enabled instruction

since the F2H prefix (XACQUIRE prefix) is closest to the instruction opcode C6. Similarly, an

F2F3F0 prefixed instruction will be treated as a XRELEASE-enabled instruction since F3H

(XRELEASE) is closest to the instruction opcode. In some implementations, the positioning,

opcodes, prefixes, and other instructions fields may be modified to perform additional behaviors

and control over SLE execution (such as nested control etc.). In some embodiments, the effect

of the XACQUIRE/XRELEASE prefix hint is the same in non-64-bit modes and in 64-bit mode.

It's also possible in some embodiments for software or firmware to control whether processor 500

performs transactional execution on an XACQUIRE operation by performing a special operation

prior to the XACQUIRE operation, essentially informing the HW to ignore once.

As mentioned above, if an abort condition (data contention, lock contention, mismatching

lock address/values, etc.) is encountered, then some form of abort processing may be performed.

Just as transactional memory and HLE are similar in execution, they may also be similar in

portions of abort processing. For example, checkpointing logic 545 is utilized to restore a



register state for processor 500. And the memory state is restored to the previous critical section

state in data cache 540 (e.g. monitored cache locations are invalidated and the monitors are

reset). Therefore, in one embodiment, the same or a similar version of the same abort instruction

(xAbort 501) is utilized for both SLE and TM. Yet in another embodiment, separate xAbort

instructions (with different opcodes and/or prefixes) are utilized for HLE and TM. Moreover,

abort processing for HLE may be implicit in hardware (i.e. performed as part of hardware in

response to an abort condition without an explicit abort instruction). In some implementations,

the abort operation may cause the implementation to report numerous causes of abort and other

information in either a special register or in an existing set of one or more general purpose

registers.

Figure 8 depicts one embodiment of a flow diagram for abort processing in HLE 805.

HLE mode is exited in flow 810 (HLE_ACTIVE<-0) and the nest count is returned to zero.

Here, a nested transaction aborts out of all the higher-level critical sections, returning to a

checkpoint before the outermost critical section. However, in another embodiment, incremental

aborts are supported, where a single critical section is aborted, but higher-level, nested critical

sections continue. The architectural state is restored to the correct point (as described above)

from checkpoint logic 545 in flow 815. The memory state is also restored in flow 815 (i.e.

tentative changes held in memory, such as cache 540, are discarded). And lock elision buffer

535 is freed in flow 820. In one embodiment, whether by fallback path or definition of an

address by software, the section is restarted according to an instruction pointer calculated upon

entering the critical section in flow 825. In some implementations, an HLE abort may cause a

retry with transitioning to a lock acquisition operation (i.e. without retrying the critical section

without a traditional lock acquisition) r a retry of the speculative HLE region may be attempted

in flow 830; this choice may be made by the programmer through control operation or may made

by hardware, firmware (e.g. BIOS controlled), software, or a combination thereof.

As stated above, two oversimplified execution examples—execution of a critical section

utilizing SLE and execution of a transaction utilizing TM—are being discussed. The exemplary

execution of a critical section utilizing xAcquire and xRelease (as well as potentially xAbort for

HLE) has been discussed. Therefore, the description now moves to discussion of exemplary

execution of a transaction using transactional memory—also referred to as Restricted

Transactional Memory (RTM) or Hardware transactional Memory (HTM)—techniques.

Much like a critical section, a transaction is demarcated by specific instructions. However,

in one embodiment, instead of a lock and lock release pair with prefixes, the transaction is

defined by a begin (xBegin) transaction instruction and end (xEnd) transaction instruction (e.g.

new instructions instead of augmented previous instructions). And similar to SLE, a



programmer may choose to use xBegin and xEnd to mark a transaction. Or software (e.g. a

compiler, translator, optimizer, etc.) detects a section of code that could benefit from atomic or

transactional execution and inserts the xBegin, xEnd instructions.

As an example, a programmer uses the XBEGIN instruction to specify a start of the

transactional code region and the XEND instruction to specify the end of the transactional code

region. In one embodiment, XBEGIN instruction 501 takes a user-specified fall back address (e.g.

an operand that provides a relative offset to the fallback instruction address if the RTM region

could not be successfully executed transactionally). In other words, a version of the XBEGIN

instruction 501 is able to specify (i.e. the user application itself is able to provide) the code to

restart at in case of an abort. Therefore, when a xBegin instruction 501 is fetched by fetch logic

510 and decoded by decode logic 515, processor 500 executes the transactional region like a

critical section (i.e. tentatively while tracking memory accesses and potential conflicts thereto).

And if a conflict (or other abort condition) is detected, then the architecture state is rolled back to

the state stored in checkpoint logic 545, the memory updates performed during RTM execution are

discarded, execution is vectored to the fallback address provided by the xBegin instruction 501,

and any abort information is reported accordingly.

In one embodiment, any abort information or status is reported in a register, such as

speculation status storage element 536. As an example a register, such as EAX in some Intel®

processors, may be utilized to hold/accumulate such abort information and/or status. Here,

defined abort conditions are automatically detected by hardware. And execution is automatically

restarted by hardware without software or privileged level entity intervention at the fallback

instruction address defined by the xBegin instruction. The abort condition is then indicated in

EAX. In some embodiments the fallback code path is specified using a relative offset (rel 8 or

rell6 or rel32 as a label in assembly code), but at the machine code level, it is encoded as a signed,

8-, 16- or 32-bit immediate value. This value is added to the value in the EIP (or RIP) register. As

an example, the instruction pointer register (e.g. EIP or RIP) contains the address of the instruction

following the XBEGIN instruction.

On an RTM abort, the logical processor of processor 500 executing the transaction discards

all architectural register and memory updates performed during the RTM execution and restores

architectural state from logic 545 to a corresponding outermost XBEGIN instruction. And the

fallback address following an abort is computed from the outermost XBEGIN instruction in this

scenario. In some implementations, the abort may always restart the execution from the XBEGIN

instruction instead of the fallback handler; this behavior, in one embodiment is controlled through

a special abort control operation by software. In such cases, the implementation may not always

update the status register and restore all state. For example, any debug exception inside an RTM



region may cause a transactional abort and redirects control flow to the fallback instruction address

with architectural state recovered and a bit (e.g. a bit position, such as bit 4) in EAX set. However,

to allow software debuggers to intercept execution on debug exceptions, the RTM architecture, in

one embodiment, provides additional capability. For example, if a specific bit position (e.g. bit

position 11) of a register (e.g. DR7) and another bit (e.g. bit 15) of yet another register (e.g. the

IA32_DEBUGCTL_MSR in Intel® Architectures) are both set, any RTM abort due to a debug

exception (#DB) or breakpoint exception (#BP) causes execution to roll back and restart from the

XBEGIN instruction instead of the fallback address. In other words, hardware, software, firmware

or a combination thereof, in one embodiment, controls whether execution returns to a fallback

address specified by an XBEGTN instruction or restarts at the XBEGTN instruction. In the later

scenario, the EAX register is also restored back to the point of the XBEGTN instruction.

The XABORT instruction allows programmers to abort the execution of an RTM region

explicitly (as compared to implicit abort by detection of an abort condition by hardware). The

XABORT instruction, in one embodiment, takes an immediate argument (e.g. an 8-bit immediate

argument) that is loaded into a special register or a preexisting set of one or more general purpose

registers (GPRs) and will thus be available to software following an RTM abort. The XABORT

instruction may also optionally take a REGISTER operand. In some implementations the XABORT

instruction may use the argument as a control operation to inform hardware of special actions prior

to abort. The above discussion may also be applicable even to the HLE form of speculation using

XACQUIRE/XRELEASE operations. In other words, a programmer may utilize the XABORT

instruction or a version thereof in a critical section defined by XACQUIRE AND XRELEASE

instruction. In addition to the XABORT, other instructions, example PAUSE or CPUID etc, may

be designated to always abort a HLE or RTM region.

An XEND instruction is to define an end of a transaction region. Often the region

execution is validated (ensure that no actual data conflicts have occured) and the transaction is

committed or aborted based on the validation in response to an XEND instruction. In some

implementations, XEND is to be globally ordered and atomic. Other implementations may

perform XEND without global ordering and require programmers to use a fencing operation. The

XEND instruction, in one embodiment, may signal a general purpose exception (#GP) when used

outside a transactional region.

Note that XBEGIN, XEND, and XABORT each may have new opcodes that define new

instructions for decoders 515. Turning to Figure 9, an embodiment of a flow diagram for an

implementation of xBegin is illustrated. Walking through the illustrative flows, starts with

maximum nesting depths in flows 905. As above in reference to nested critical sections, if the

transaction region to be executed is a nested transaction with a depth at a maximum nesting level



(i.e. a maximum number of xBegins without encountering an xEnd to decrement the nest count),

then RTM abort processing is performed in flow 935. However, if the RTM region is not nested

or is less than the maximum nest count, then a nest count is incremented in flow 910. If the nest

count is 1 in flow 914 (i.e. an outermost transaction that is not nested), then in 64 bit mode the

instruction pointer (RIP) gets the instruction following XBEGIN or in another mode (32-bit) the

instruction pointer (EIP) points to the instruction following XBEGIN and execution continues in

flow 930. If processor 500 (or the logic processor of processor 500 to execute the transaction) is

in a compatibility mode and EIP is outside code segment limit then a general purpose exception

(#GP) is asserted in flow 920. Also in flow 920, depending on the mode, the fallback instruction

pointer gets the previously assigned instruction following xBEGIN (e.g. RIP, EIP, EIP and

000FFFFH).

Being an outermost transaction (as determined above), the processing element to execute

the transaction enters a transactional mode (e.g. RTM_ACTIVE =1). Logic 545 checkpoints the

register state and memory accesses are marked as transactional accesses in cache 540. Note at

the end of XBegin, the nesting count equals 1 still. So if an XEND instruction is not

encountered before another xBegin instruction to start execution of a nested RTM region, then

the nest count is incremented to two. Here, the transaction mode does not need to be ' re

entered.' And in the embodiment where roll-back is to the outermost transaction (i.e. multiple

levels of checkpointing are not supported in logic 545, which it may be in other embodiments),

then checkpointing does not have to be performed again. However, in other embodiments,

where multiple levels of checkpointing are supported, checkpoint logic 545 does perform another

checkpoint at the beginning of the second transaction. In this scenario, an abort may be rolled

back to the start of the nested transaction, instead of flattening all the transactions; note this

implementation potentially includes multiple copies of checkpoint logic 545 to hold multiple

levels of architecture state, which is potentially expensive in cost, complexity, and die space.

Yet, based on the needs of the designer, such an implementation may be used to provide a robust

HLE and HTM environment.

Referring next to Figure 10, an embodiment of an implementation of an XEND instruction

is illustrated. Assuming XBEGIN started transactional execution, an RTM code region is

executing with a register checkpoint at XBEGIN and marked memory accesses to detect

conflicts in memory 540. At the end of the region (assuming no abort has been encountered to

that point), XEND instruction is fetched by fetch logic 510 and decoded by decode logic 515. In

response, the illustrated implementation, in one embodiment is performed. First, it's checked

whether the processing element of processor 500 is in a transactional mode in flow 1010 (i.e.

whether the nest count is greater than 0). And if so, then the #GP (e.g. error, abort, exception, or



other signal) is asserted in flow 1050. In other words, if an XEND is utilized outside a

transactional region, then a general purpose exception is triggered. Otherwise, in response to

being in transactional execution, the nest count is decremented in flow 1015 (i.e. a nesting count

of 1 signaling an outermost transaction is decremented to zero to represent no other transaction is

still executing) in . If the nest count is at zero in flow 1020, then commit of the transaction is

attempted in flow 1025. However, if a commit (i.e. validation of the read set) fails in flow 1035,

then abort processing is performed in flow 1045. But in response to a successful commit, then

the processing element is transitioned out of transactional execution (RMT_Active < — 0) in flow

1040.

As stated above, abort processing may be performed in response to an implicit abort (i.e.

hardware detects an abort condition, such as a signal, illegal instruction, a data conflict, a failed

commit, etc) or an explicit abort (i.e. a programmer inserts an XAbort instruction that causes an

abort if encountered). An illustrative implementation of an XABORT instruction is shown in

Figure 11. Here, if the instruction is received when processor 500 is not in a transactional mode,

then it's treated as a no-operation (nop) and continues in flow 1170, which is ignored.

Otherwise, the processor performs abort processing starting in flow 1110, which in the illustrated

example includes restoring architectural register state 1130, discarding memory updates

performed in the transaction in flow 1130, and updating a register (such as EAX or other known

accumulator storage element) with the status and XABORT argument/status in flow 1140,

transitioning out of transactional mode and decrementing the nest count to zero in flow 1120,

determining a restart instruction pointer from saved information (i.e. a fallback path, an address

defined by a begin code section instruction, or an address defind by the XABORT instruction) in

flow 1150, and retrying or going to a fallback based on the selection in flow 1160..

Turning to Figure 12, an embodiment of some of status information for an Abort from an

HLE or RTM code section is depicted. Note that different bits are set to represent different

causes/status for an abort (i.e. a bit map to abort causes), such as an explicit instruction, buffer

overflow, debug breakpoint, abort occurred during a nested transaction, etc. Also note that the

status may provide other information, such as a hint of whether the transactional region would

succeed on a retry. Moreover, the XABORT argument may be held in the status register, which

may include one specific register, a group of specific registers, a general purpose register, or a

group of general purpose registers. Other known status information, such as the number of

cycles spent in an HLE or RTM region may also be reported through the status mechanism.

Referring next to Figure 13, an embodiment of an implementation of a XTEST instruction

1310 is illustrated. Here, software is able to test whether a processing element is in an HLE

mode, RTM mode, both, or at least one. Note that the same XTEST or different XTEST



instructions may be utilized for HLE and RTM. In addition, the XTEST instruction may take an

operand to return additional information about HLE or RTM execution, (e.g. an amount of

resources remaining, a number of cycles spent in a code region, etc.). As a result, processor 500's

hardware is configured to recognize the XTEST instruction and provide the correct feedback to

either a predefined location or a location defined by XTEST.

Software may also be allowed other controls in some embodiments. For example, in one

implementation, software is able to set a control bit (through a MSR or other control mechanism)

to force hardware to always ignore the XACQUIRE hint (essentially disabling HLE). Note that in

some embodiments, processor 500 includes a specific enable/disable register 537 (or an

enable/disable portion of another register) that software (either privileged, user-level, or both) is

allowed to set/reset to enable and disable SLE, RTM, or both. Here, xEnable, xDisable, or a

combination may take the form of an ISA instruction that is recognizable by decode logic 515 to

enable/disable RTM, HLE, or both. As another example of potential software control, in one

embodiment software is able to set a control bit (through a MSR or other control mechanism) to

force hardware to always #UD on an XBEGIN instruction (even if the processor supports the

instructions). Alternatively, it may set another control to force the XBEGIN instruction to always

jump to its operand address unconditionally.

As a specific example, it's determined if execution is in a speculative (HLE or RTM) mode in

flows 1320, 1350. Based on whether it's in a speculative region the appropriate flags are set (e.g. a

speculative HLE flag is set in flow 1340 if in an HLE mode, a non-speculative HLE flag is set in

flow 1330 if not in a non-speculative HLE mode, a speculative RTM flag is set in flow 1346 if in a

RTM mode, a non-speculative RTM flag is set in flow 1370 if not in a non-speculative RTM

mode).

Turning quickly to Figure 14, an embodiment of a flow diagram for an implementation of an

XABORT instruction is illustrated. Here, it's determined if RTM is active in flow 1410 (i.e. in a

transactional mode). If not, then nothing is done in flow 1420. If so, then the RTM abort is

processed in flow 1430 similar to the flow 815 and execution continues in flow 1440.

A module as used herein refers to any hardware, software, firmware, or a combination

thereof. Often module boundaries that are illustrated as separate commonly vary and potentially

overlap. For example, a first and a second module may share hardware, software, firmware, or a

combination thereof, while potentially retaining some independent hardware, software, or

firmware. In one embodiment, use of the term logic includes hardware, such as transistors,

registers, or other hardware, such as programmable logic devices. However, in another

embodiment, logic also includes software or code integrated with hardware, such as firmware or

micro-code.



A value, as used herein, includes any known representation of a number, a state, a logical

state, or a binary logical state. Often, the use of logic levels, logic values, or logical values is

also referred to as l's and 0's, which simply represents binary logic states. For example, a 1

refers to a high logic level and 0 refers to a low logic level. In one embodiment, a storage cell,

such as a transistor or flash cell, may be capable of holding a single logical value or multiple

logical values. However, other representations of values in computer systems have been used.

For example the decimal number ten may also be represented as a binary value of 1010 and a

hexadecimal letter A. Therefore, a value includes any representation of information capable of

being held in a computer system.

Moreover, states may be represented by values or portions of values. As an example, a

first value, such as a logical one, may represent a default or initial state, while a second value,

such as a logical zero, may represent a non-default state. In addition, the terms reset and set, in

one embodiment, refer to a default and an updated value or state, respectively. For example, a

default value potentially includes a high logical value, i.e. reset, while an updated value

potentially includes a low logical value, i.e. set. Note that any combination of values may be

utilized to represent any number of states.

The embodiments of methods, hardware, software, firmware or code set forth above may

be implemented via instructions or code stored on a machine-accessible, machine readable,

computer accessible, or computer readable medium which are executable by a processing

element. A non-transitory machine-accessible/readable medium includes any mechanism that

provides (i.e., stores and/or transmits) information in a form readable by a machine, such as a

computer or electronic system. For example, a non-transitory machine-accessible medium

includes random-access memory (RAM), such as static RAM (SRAM) or dynamic RAM

(DRAM); ROM; magnetic or optical storage medium; flash memory devices; electrical storage

devices; optical storage devices; acoustical storage devices; other form of storage devices for

holding information received from transitory (propagated) signals (e.g., carrier waves, infrared

signals, digital signals); etc, which are to be distinguished from the non-transitory mediums that

may receive information there from.

Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" means

that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment

is included in at least one embodiment of the present invention. Thus, the appearances of the

phrases "in one embodiment" or "in an embodiment" in various places throughout this

specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment. Furthermore, the

particular features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner in one

or more embodiments.



In the foregoing specification, a detailed description has been given with reference to

specific exemplary embodiments. It will, however, be evident that various modifications and

changes may be made thereto without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the

invention as set forth in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are, accordingly,

to be regarded in an illustrative sense rather than a restrictive sense. Furthermore, the foregoing

use of embodiment and other exemplarily language does not necessarily refer to the same

embodiment or the same example, but may refer to different and distinct embodiments, as well

as potentially the same embodiment.



What is claimed is:

An apparatus comprising:

decode logic configured to decode a lock instruction including a lock elision hint field set

to hint that at least a portion of the lock instruction is to be elided; and

lock elision logic coupled to the decode logic, the lock elision logic being configured to

determine if the lock instruction is to be elided based on the lock elision hint field

being set to hint that at least a portion of the lock instruction is to be elided and

eliding the lock instruction in response to determining the lock instruction is to be

elided; and

execution logic coupled to the lock elision logic, the execution logic being configured to

execute a critical section started by the lock instruction transactionally in response

to the lock elision logic eliding at least a portion of the lock instruction.

The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the lock instruction including the lock elision hint field

comprises the lock elision hint field including a lock elision hint prefix to the lock

instruction.

The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the lock instruction includes an explicit lock

instruction recognizable by the decode logic by a lock instruction operation code.

The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the lock instruction includes an implicit lock

instruction recognizable by the decode logic by a lock instruction operation code.

The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the lock instruction includes an atomic read, modify,

and write operation.

The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the lock elision logic comprises a first register

including an enable/disable field, which is to be updateable by software, and wherein the

lock elision logic is to determine the lock instruction including the lock elision hint is not

to be elided in response to the enable/disable field being set to a disabled value by the

software.

The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the execution logic is to execute the lock instruction



and the critical section non-transactionally in response to the lock elision logic

determining the lock instruction is not to be elided.

8. A method comprising:

decoding an xAcquire instruction including a lock instruction and a lock elision prefix;

eliding the lock instruction in response to decoding the xAcquire instruction including the

lock instruction and the lock elision prefix; and

executing a critical section started by the xAcquire instruction tentatively with memory

accesses from the critical section being tracked in response to eliding the lock

instruction.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

decoding a xRelease instruction including a lock release instruction and a lock release

elision prefix;

attempting to commit the critical section in response to decoding the xRelease

instruction;

eliding the lock release instruction in response to decoding the xRelease instruction and

eliding the lock instruction.

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

decoding a xAbort instruction during execution of the critical section; and

aborting executing the critical section tentatively in response to decoding the xAbort

instruction.

11. A non-transitory computer readable medium including code, when executed, to cause a

machine to perform the operations of:

decoding an xAcquire instruction including a lock instruction and a lock elision prefix;

eliding the lock instruction in response to decoding the xAcquire instruction including the

lock instruction and the lock elision prefix; and

executing a critical section started by the xAcquire instruction tentatively with memory

accesses from the critical section being tracked in response to eliding the lock

instruction.

12. The computer readable medium of claim 11, further comprising:

decoding a xRelease instruction including a lock release instruction and a lock release



elision prefix;

attempting to commit the critical section in response to decoding the xRelease

instruction;

eliding the lock release instruction in response to decoding the xRelease instruction and

eliding the lock instruction.

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

decoding a xAbort instruction during execution of the critical section; and

aborting executing the critical section tentatively in response to decoding the xAbort

instruction.

14. A non-transitory computer readable medium including code, when executed, to cause a

machine to perform the operations of:

determining a critical section in program code demarcated by a lock instruction and a

lock release instruction;

modifying the lock instruction into a lock instruction with a lock elision prefix in

response to determining the critical section; and

modifying the lock release instruction into a lock instruction with a lock release elision

prefix.

15. The computer readable medium of claim 14, wherein the code includes dynamic compiler

code to dynamically compile the program code and perform the operations during

runtime.

16. The computer readable medium of claim 14, wherein the code includes a static compiler

code to compile the program code and perform the operations statically.

17. The computer readable medium of claim 14, wherein the code includes a binary

translator to translate a binary version of the program code into a translated binary

version of the program code, wherein the operations are to be performed during the

binary translation.

18. An apparatus comprising:

decode logic configured to decode a lock release instruction including a lock release

elision hint field set to hint that the lock release instruction is to be elided; and



lock elision logic coupled to the decode logic, the lock elision logic being configured to

determine if the lock release instruction is to be elided based on the lock release

elision hint field being set to hint that the lock release instruction is to be elided

and eliding the lock release instruction in response to determining the lock release

instruction is to be elided; and

commit logic coupled to the lock elision logic, the commit logic being configured to

attempt to commit a critical section ended by the lock release instruction in

response to the lock elision logic eliding the lock release instruction.

19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the lock release instruction including the lock release

elision hint field comprises the lock release elision hint field including a lock release

elision hint prefix to the lock release instruction.

20. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the lock release instruction includes a write operation

to return a data address referenced by the write instruction to an unlocked value.

21. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the lock elision logic comprises a first register

including an enable/disable field, which is to be updateable by software, and wherein the

lock elision logic is to determine the lock release instruction including the lock release

elision hint is not to be elided in response to the enable/disable field being set to a

disabled value by the software.

22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the execution logic is to execute the lock release

instruction and not attempt to commit the critical section in response to determining the

lock release instruction including the lock release elision hint is not to be elided.

23. A method comprising:

decoding an xRelease instruction including a lock release instruction and a lock release

elision prefix;

eliding the lock release instruction in response to decoding the xRelease instruction

including the lock release instruction and the lock release elision prefix; and

attempting to commit a critical section ended by the xRelease instruction in response to

decoding the xRelease instruction.

24. The method of claim 23, further comprising:



decoding an xAcquire instruction including a lock instruction and a lock elision prefix;

eliding the lock instruction in response to decoding the xAcquire instruction; and

executing the critical section defined by the xAcquire instruction and the xRelease

instruction tentatively with memory accesses from the critical section being

tracked in response to eliding the lock instruction.

25. The method of claim 24, further comprising:

decoding a xAbort instruction during execution of the critical section; and

aborting executing the critical section tentatively in response to decoding the xAbort

instruction.

26. A non-transitory computer readable medium including code, when executed, to cause a

machine to perform the operations of:

decoding an xRelease instruction including a lock release instruction and a lock release

elision prefix;

eliding the lock release instruction in response to decoding the xRelease instruction

including the lock release instruction and the lock release elision prefix; and

attempting to commit a critical section ended by the xRelease instruction in response to

decoding the xRelease instruction.

27. The computer readable medium of claim 26, further comprising:

decoding an xAcquire instruction including a lock instruction and a lock elision prefix;

eliding the lock instruction in response to decoding the xAcquire instruction; and

executing the critical section defined by the xAcquire instruction and the xRelease

instruction tentatively with memory accesses from the critical section being

tracked in response to eliding the lock instruction.

28. The computer readable medium of claim 27, further comprising:

decoding a xAbort instruction during execution of the critical section; and

aborting executing the critical section tentatively in response to decoding the xAbort

instruction.

29. An apparatus comprising:

decode logic configured to decode an xBegin instruction to start a transaction, the xBegin

instruction to include a reference to a fall back address;



a register configured to be updated with the fallback address in response to the decode

logic decoding the xBegin instruction

checkpoint logic configured to checkpoint a set of architecture state registers in response

to the decode logic decoding the xBegin instruction; and

tracking logic configured to rack memory accesses from a processing element associated

with the xBegin instruction in response to the decode logic decoding the xBegin

instruction.

30. The apparatus of claim 29, further comprising an instruction pointer register configured

to hold an address of a next instruction to be executed and to be updated with the fallback

address in response to an abort within the transaction.

31. The apparatus of claim 29, further comprising an instruction pointer register configured

to hold an address of a next instruction to be executed and to be updated with a restart

address defined by the XBEGIN instruction in response to an abort within the

transaction.

32. The apparatus of claim 29, further comprising abort logic configured to detect an abort

condition and to automatically cause an abort within the transaction without software

intervention in response to the abort logic detecting the abort condition.

33. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the decode logic is further configured to decode an

xAbort instruction, and wherein the abort within the transaction is in response to the

decode logic decoding the xAbort instruction.

34. The apparatus of claim 29, further comprising a storage element configured to hold a nest

count that is to be incremented in response to the decode logic decoding the xBegin

instruction.

35. The apparatus of claim 34, abort logic configured to abort the transaction in response to

the nest count being incremented to a maximum nested count in response to the decode

logic decoding the xBegin instruction.

36. The apparatus of claim 29, further comprising exception logic to trigger a general

purpose exception in response to the decode logic decoding an xEND instruction outside



a transaction.

37. A method comprising:

decoding a xBegin instruction to start a transaction, the xBegin instruction to include a

reference to a fall back address;

in response to the decode logic decoding the xBegin instruction,

registering the fallback address;

checkpointing a set of architecture state registers; and

tracking memory accesses from a processing element associated with the xBegin

instruction.

38. The apparatus of claim 37, further comprising updating an instruction pointer to the

fallback address in response to an abort of the transaction.

39. The apparatus of claim 38, wherein the abort of the transaction is in response to

decoding an xAbort instruction.

40. The apparatus of claim 37, further comprising incrementing a nest count in response to

the decode logic decoding the xBegin instruction.

41. The apparatus of claim 40, aborting the transaction in response to the nest count being

incremented to a maximum nested count.

42. An apparatus comprising:

decode logic configured to decode an xAbort instruction to abort a speculative region;

checkpoint logic to restore an architectural register state to a checkpoint in response to

the decode logic decoding the xAbort instruction;

control logic configured to discard tentative memory updates performed during the

speculative region in response to the decode logic decoding the xAbort

instruction; and

status storage logic configured to store an abort status in response to the decode logic

decoding the xAbort instruction.

43. The apparatus of claim 42, wherein the status storage logic is further configured to store

an xAbort argument in response to the decode logic decoding the xAbort instruction.



44. The apparatus of claim 42, wherein the speculative region includes a critical section.

45. The apparatus of claim 42, wherein the speculative region includes a transactional region,

and wherein instruction pointer logic is configured to be updated with a reference to an

abort handler address in response to the decode logic decoding the xAbort instruction.

46. The apparatus of claim 42, wherein the speculative region includes a critical section, and

wherein instruction pointer logic is configured to be updated with a reference to an abort

handler address in response to the decode logic decoding the xAbort instruction.

47. The apparatus of claim 42, wherein the control logic configured to discard tentative

memory updates performed during the speculative region comprises cache control logic

to invalidate cache lines accessed by the speculative region.

48. An apparatus comprising:

decode logic configured to decode an xTest instruction including a reference to a

speculation field;

status logic configured to determine a speculation status in response to the xTest

instruction; and

the speculation field being configured to be updated to a speculation value in response to

a processing element associated with the decode logic being in a speculation

mode and being updated to a non-speculation value in response to the processing

element being in a non-speculation mode.

49. The apparatus of claim 48, wherein the speculation mode includes a transactional

memory mode.

50. The apparatus of claim 48, wherein the speculation mode includes a speculation lock

elision mode.
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